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Abstract-Sz¿¿ Il-scale tunnelling lot oil has been þerlotmed onshore

Rêsumê-D¿s þetits þroiets de lunnels pêtroLiers sur terre ferme onl

gêologie dêjà connue combinêe avec des mesures gêoþhysiques et
ou", dtt donnâes de þuits d'exþloration de pêtrole ont produit une
quantitê surþrenante d'information conceÍnû,nt les conditions du
sous-sol où Io "gâologie" reste cachêe þat d'es eaux þrolondes. Les
conditions du sous-sol atlendues ont êtê utilisêes þour þrêþarer des
nl d'un LunneLie¡ et d'un
spêcifica
ntes du sous-sol. Ce souslquiþem
el þeut-être aussi des sols
sot ionti
coulants ainsi que des poches de gaz þeu þrofondes. Une auancêe du
tunnel de 5 hm/annêe dans les toches dutes crystollines el iusqu'à
l0 hmlonnêe dans les roches lend¡es sêdimentoites sous Ia me¡ esl
possible si on dérueloþþe en
des chamþs de gaz et de Pêtr
de I'arctique exþosês aux
exûêrnes, þeuvent êlre ex
tunnels sous la mer.

studies were performed for Statoil by_
The Petromine Companyr on the use o[
tunnels to the Troll field some 48 km
offshore. The Troll field, the world's

round the turn of the twentieth
century, oil was produced from

a

tunnel on Whisky Creek,
Colorado. Between World Wars I and II,
oil was produced in Europe from mines
at the Pechelbronn and Wietze tields in

largest offshore gas field, once was
estimated to contain more than 1.500
billion Sm3 recove¡able reseryes. During
1986, The Petromine Company further

France.

At the 19?6 Rapid Excavation and
Tunnelling Conference, McCusker and

developed the technology necessary to
drill and produce oil and gas from

Tarkoy presented a PaPer on the
feasibility o[ developing Arctic oil and
gas reserves by tunnelling. In the
following years a number of PaPers

tunnels.

North Sea Geology
The North Sea Basin is aPProxi-

were presented-in both the U.S. and

Europe-on tunnelling to

offshore

[ields.

In

1978,

initial

studies were started

mately 60 million years old. In spite of
its relative youth, it is considered a

in

typical deep sea ocean basin. The

Norway by a group of consultants and
contractors. The group selected the
Troms II area, offshore of northern
Norway, as the basis for a concept study.

formation of the North Sea Basin has its
origin in the geological processes that

have been going on in the North
Atlantic since the Jurassic age 180
million years ago (see Fig. l). During
that period, North America became

Because it is a rich fishing ground, the
Troms II area was, and still is, the most

controversial area in Norway for oil and

separated from Europe and Africa along

gas exploitation.

In 1984 and

faults running along the continents.

1985, PrefeasibilitY

Later,
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sedimented.

As the two

continents

continued to separate, heavy faulting
caused the sea

to become graduallY

deeper. During this time the thickness
of the sediments became substantialmore than 5000 m in the deeper parts.
Large movements along regional faults
at the end o[ Tertiary age caused the
formation of the present edge of the

continental shelf.
The prefeasibility study on building
tunnels to the Troll field triggered a
more intense study of the geology of this
area. The Troll field lies on a part of the
continental shelf some 40-60 km ofË
shore west of the town of Bergen. The
sediments, which in this area are more
than 3000 m thick, lie to the west of the

crystalline basement rocks of the
Fenoscandian shield. A tunnel to the
Troll fietd, therefore, will involve
driving in two markedly different ¡ock
formations, with hard, basement rocks

These movements are caused bY the
of the continental drift, which

major part of the field. Figure 2 provides
a geological profile of the area.
The gêology has been evaluated from

separate,

formed.
effects

4,

In this process, erosion products were
transported out into the sea and

close to the coast and soft sedimentary

to

sedimentation basin gradually was

Kjørboveien 25, (N)-1300 Sandvika, Norway.
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the Tertiary age (60 million

Norway.

and a shallow

started

ing Geologist, Ingenior A. B. Berdal A/S,

Printed in Great

in

years ago), Greenìand and Scandinavia

still creates an annual 20-mm increase
in the distance between Greenland and
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Figute 1. The formation ol the North Sea basin.
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Figure 2. Geological prot'ite of the North Sea.

existing teflection seismic
between

the

profiles

field and the shore. Good

seismic reüecro¡s make tie-in to rhe
exploration wells in the T¡oll field

possible. Although the reflectors c¡oss

faults, including some wirh

large

displacement, there is little doubt about
the age and srratigraphy of the rocks

between

the coast

and the Troll field.

Because ol relatively constant sedimenration conditions in the North Sea,
it is assumed that the rock distribution
at the oil field is represenrative for the

area between rhe oil field and the shore.
The rocks at the level of the tunnel
belong to the Cretaceous and Tertiary

sequences. The strata have an even but

slightly westerly dip, and progressively

younger rocks will be encountered by
the tunnel driven towa¡ds Troll.
The logs from the exploration wells
ar the fields include continuous records

of geophysical paramerers and visual
descriptions of drillhole spoil. A
combination of rhese well data has
yielded valuable information on rhe
rock types along the well hold. By
folìowing the seismic reflectors, ir hai
been possibìe to develop a geological
model along rhe tunnel alignment.

Rock Mass Classification
A system of classifying the rock

mass

condirions along the runnel with
respect to tunnelling conditions has

392

been developed for the study (see Table
l). Based on rhe geological model, the

main tunnelling parameters in

rhis

system are:

o Rock types and assumed strength.
o Assumed rock stresses compared to

rock strength.

.
a

Water leakage possibilities.
Possible shallow gas occurrences.

Because

rock cores of the actual

sediments ro be penetrared by the runnel
have not been taken, the assessment of

their physical and mechanical properties has had ro be based on
comparisons, indirect methods and
experience. Comparisons have been
made with areas characterized by
similar geological conditions in Den-

mark, where strength data exist from
tests on core samples. In addition,

studies have been made to determine

empirically the strength of rock along a
drilled weìI, using ordinary wellhole
logs as a basis for srudy. Specially
developed computerized processing has

been carried

out to produce

rock

strengrh dara.
All methods of assessmenr used in the

study have led to the conclusion that
most of the sediments probably have a
uniaxial compressive strengrh of 315 MPa; only small pockets or rhin
layers of sand/silt may have lower
strength.
The mechanical behavior of rhe rock

TUNNE LLrNG AND UNDERcRouND Spec¡ TncuruoI-ocy

mass is dependent on the nature of the
applied stresses. In this area, the stresses
are-high compared to rhe rock strengrh
and the ground around the tunnel is
assumed to give "squeezing,, conditions. The lining of the runnel has been
designed to withstand these conditions.
Thus, the geological model along the
tunnel profile has provided a basii for
assessing the quantities of the different
classes of tunnelling conditions.

Tunnelling
The basement rock mass extends up
to 20 km from shore in rhe Troll areã.
Tunnelling in these rock qualities and
with high warer pressures is a wellknown experience because of the many
subsea tunnel projecrs underraken iá
Norway. Hence, rhis tunnelling is not

expected to pose any new and unsolved
problems and, therefore, is considered
technically feasible given modern tech-

nology.

Beyond the basement, tunnelling
towards the field will have to bã
performed in increasingly weaker sedimentary rocks. Mixed face conditions,
squeezing, running, and, occasionally,

flowing ground will have ro ¡.

overcome. Moreover, the tunnelling
process has to tackle, with a high degreã
of safety, possible occurrences of
shaìlow gas deposits (methane etc.)
under hydrostatic pressure.

Volume 2, Number 4, lgBT

Table 1. Simþlified. ground.

classes

in sediments utith exþected tunnelling þroblems.
Assumed

Rock mass
condítions

Class

Assumed

distribution

compressive
strength (MPa)

along a
tunnel (%)

Squeezing

Weak marl,
siltstone
claystone

I

As class

il

Tunnellíng
problems

3-25

l,

76

behaviour,
stab¡l¡ty problems.

17

As for class l.
Mixed face for
TBM drilling.

with thin
layers of
limestone

Possibility of

Lenses/thin

I

o5

<1

layers of
sand

water,/shallow gas.
Great stability
problems. Pre-

grouting required.
Thin

V

Great stability
problems. Possible

silt/
<1

siltstone

swelling problems.

layers

15

50-1 50

Thick layers
of limestone

Possibility of

water leakage.
"Hard rock" for
TBM drilling.
Possible stability
problems.
Pregrouting may be
required.

Faults of
importance

The geological evaluations described

above have been used to establish
"outline specifications" for the tunnelling boring machines (TBMs) and
equipment. Among the most important
these specifications was the requirement that the machines and equipment
be capable of coping safely with the
expected ground conditions while at the
same time yielding a high rate of
progress. Meeting these requirements

of

seems possible provided there is
appropriate development of existing

technology over a three- to four-year

period. The development o[ testing o[ a
prototype TBM is considered essential
to.

this process.

Construction T¡me
The construction time for a tunnel to
Troll field has been estimated based

the

on the lengths of the dif ferent rock mass
classes and a critical path analysis

(CPM) of the tunnelling Progress
within each class (see Fig. 3). The CPM

analysis was based on the performance
data estat¡lished for the specified TBM
system and included all work operations
during tunnelÌing, including scheduled
and unscheduled spots, as well as the

construction time for the base station
and the intermediate stations to be
provided at l0-km intervals.

Shallow Gas
A great effort has been made to
develop a probe drilling system for the
safe detection of shallow gas pockets
ahead of the tunnel. The probe drilling
and grouting system was based on
development of existing techniques and
components.

The drilling system adoPted is

E

c

basically

.9

)

a

diamond drilling equipment

fortitied with a "down-the-hole" motor
with "measurement-while-drilling"

c
o
(_)

on board. A valve and
stuffing box arrangement has been
outlined for protection against uncontrolled entry o[ gas and/or water
into the tunttels. The sYstem is a

equipment

Lenqth from slþre (km)

Figure ). Construction time
distance from shore.
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uersus

combination of down-the-hole packer/
nonreturn valve and a tunneì-located

valve,/stu[[ing boxes/shear ram

ar-

rangement.

Novel grouting techniques

and

materials were studied in great detail.
Contrary to previous assumptions, it
was found to be technically not feasible
to seal the ground sufficiently against

influx from shallow gas

pockets.

Therefore, gas pockets must be avoided
far as possible; if encountered during
probe drilling from the tunnel, they
as

must be drained.

Well Drilling:
Process and Facilities
Drilting of wells from a level

deeP

below the bottom of the sea causes
problems different from those encounte¡ed in drilling from sea level. In
the former case, it is necessary to create a
pressure in the drilling mud that
balances the pore pressure of the

formation.

This problem has been

solved by choking the return mudline
by means of special valves.

Furthermore, safety has been in-

all phases of operating,
in comparison with conventional surface drilling, by means of an increased
number of barriers in the blowoutpreventer system. In the unlikely event

creased during

that all barriers should fail, a pressurerelief system will divert the flow to shore
in a controlled manner.
Due to the well-defined slope of the

TuNNELLINc AND UNDERGRouND Spece Tncu¡loLocY
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pipeli nes (tunnels) from the well
stâtions to tlìe base station close to
shore, muìtiphase flow is possible for
almost any type of reservoir. This

Possible oil discoveries in the in tercsting structures off the southern coast o[
England and in the British Channcl
also might be exploited only by means
o[ oil mines. There are areas along the

o
o

reduces drarnaticalìy the need for
process equipment at the wellhcads

ôo

and, consequelltly, the space required at
the well stations.

U^

eastcrn and wcstern coasts oI the tlnited
States and Canada, and off the coasts of

.g-

Antarctica, rvhere tunnels certainly will

o

be considered.

Figure 4 provides a profile of

proposed weÌl station for the Troll tield.

yo

South Ame¡ica, New Zealand, and

.!

Ø
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